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Your Expert Guide To Computer Hacking! NEW EDITIONWe Have Moved On From The Die Hard
Bruce Willis Days of Computer Hackingâ€¦With Hacking: Secrets To Becoming A Genius Hacker How to Hack Computers, Smartphones & Websites For Beginners, you'll learn everything you need
to know to uncover the mysteries behind the elusive world of computer hacking. This guide provides
a complete overview of hacking, & walks you through a series of examples you can test for yourself
today. You'll learn about the prerequisites for hacking and whether or not you have what it takes to
make a career out of it. This guide will explain the most common types of attacks and also walk you
through how you can hack your way into a computer, website or a smartphone device.Lean about
the 3 basic protocols - 3 fundamentals you should start your hacking education with.ICMP â€“
Internet Control Message ProtocolTCP â€“ Transfer Control ProtocolUDP â€“ User Datagram
ProtocolIf the idea of hacking excites you or if it makes you anxious this book will not disappoint. It
not only will teach you some fundamental basic hacking techniques, it will also give you the
knowledge of how to protect yourself and your information from the prying eyes of other malicious
Internet users. This book dives deep into security procedures you should follow to avoid being
exploited. Youâ€™ll learn about identity theft, password security essentials, what to be aware of,
and how malicious hackers are profiting from identity and personal data theft.When you download
Hacking: Secrets To Becoming A Genius Hacker - How to Hack Computers, Smartphones &
Websites For Beginners, youâ€™ll discover a range of hacking tools you can use right away to start
experimenting yourself with hacking. In Secrets To Becoming A Genius Hacker You Will
Learn:Hacking Overview â€“ Fact versus Fiction versus Die HardWhite Hat Hackers â€“ A Look At
The Good Guys In HackingThe Big Three Protocols â€“ Required Reading For Any Would Be
HackerGetting Started â€“ Hacking Android PhonesHacking WiFi PasswordsHacking A Computer
â€“ James Bond Stuff Baby!Hacking A Website â€“ SQL Injections, XSS Scripting & MoreSecurity
Trends Of The Future & Self Protection Now!Hacking Principles You Should FollowRead this book
for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Download NOW!Download Hacking: Secrets To Becoming A Genius
Hacker- How to Hack Computers, Smartphones & Websites For Beginners right away - This
Amazing NEW EDITION has expanded upon previous versions to put a wealth of knowledge at your
fingertips. You'll learn how to hack a computer, spoofing techniques, mobile & smartphone hacking,
website penetration and tips for ethical hacking. You'll even learn how to establish a career for
yourself in ethical hacking and how you can earn $100,000+ a year doing it.Just scroll to the top of
the page and select the Buy Button. Download Your Copy TODAY!
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No thanks to people who steal money and information from accounts on the internet, hacking now
has a negative connotation. But, there is also â€œwhite hat hackingâ€• or the ethical method of
identifying a computer or networkâ€™s weak points and making them more secure. Yes, hacking
can be useful, too, if done the proper way. In here, the author outlined basic white hat hacking
techniques for beginners. They also gave some useful tips to avoid being hacked maliciously. Short
but good read for newbies!

I have heard word like ethical hacking. But, I am not fully sure what really it is. This book cleared
everything about hacking. Being a white hat hacker is essentially like someone asking you to play
the bad guy. These companies have built up a wall around their vital systems, and they want to see
just how strong that wall is against a real-life threat. If you wish to become an ethical hacker, this
book can certainly help you with basics of ethical hacking.

It's a short book but I get to learn a few awesome stuff about hacking. The first part of the book

covered the protocols that you need to learn to be able to get started with hacking. The rest of the
book provides hacking examples spoon-fed to me. I tried the wifi hacking and man, it worked. I was
able to connect on my neighbor's wifi. Being successful on my first attempt to hacking, I realized
that hacking could be both awesome and terrible. Awesome if you're the one doing it but terrible
when you're the one being hacked.

Before I read this book I thought that hacking is all bad but when I read this book I recognized that I
was wrong and not all hacking is bad there is a good part in hacking under certain conditions listed
in this book. Actually reading about hacking techniques and knowing how they can get into our
private information was pretty interesting and it always helps to know how to prevent these hackers
from accessing our information. It was very interesting read.

This guide provides a complete overview of hacking, & walks you through a series of examples you
can test for yourself today. You'll learn about the prerequisites for hacking and whether or not you
have what it takes to make a career out of it. This guide will explain the most common types of
attacks and also walk you through how you can hack your way into a computer, website or a
smartphone device. By reading this book I have learned how to hake. I really liked that book. The
author did a great job.

Due to the interconnected world-wide community we live in, hacking has almost become a culture
which can be used for good or for bad. This bookdescribes the basics for those you know nothing
about hacking, and then continue on to the more advanced stuff. This book actually looks at the
good side of hacking and encourages the reader to continue this after they learn the basics. A very
interesting read.

This book allows us to see through the hacker's eye. I've only seen it on movies and it's really
amazing how one hacks into a very secured system and take over it. This book may not allow us to
immediately get into the system, but it shows us how it's possibly done and how one manipulates it.
It doesn't happen in an instant. It requires time, effort, a lot of algorithms and gadgets. By reading
this book, I'm now more amazed at how genius hackers are because of their critical thinking and
amazing strategies!

As I was scanning for some free books on , I found this book. It seems very interesting and so I

downloaded it. It was actually a good book, it was written decently. It was also easy to understand,
which is really nice for beginners. After reading the book, I was able to learn the 3 basic protocols
on hacking, the ICMP (Internet control message protocol), TCP (Transfer control protocol), and UDP
(User datagram protocol). Very informative!
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